
CHAPTER 1 OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTIVITY

Identify the critical variables. in enhancing productivity. 1. What is. Operation Management? Production is the creation
of. goods and services.

An example of a "hidden" production function is money transfers at banks. True The productivity challenge,
moderate  True What is operations management? The operations manager performs the management activities
of planning, organizing, staffing, leading, and controlling of the OM function. False Operations in the service
sector, moderate  Manufacturing now constitutes the largest economic sector in postindustrial societies.
Budgeting, paying the bills, and collection of funds are activities associated with the a. Each of the 10
decisions discussed in Question 1 can be addressed with a tangible product like an automobile. Productivity of
kitchen staff is simply the output number of meals over the input hours worked. How are the 10 decisions of
OM different when applied by the operations manager of a production process such as Frito-Lay than when
applied by a service organization such as Hard Rock Cafe? Regression techniques, addressed in Chapter 4, can
be addressed here. True What operations managers do, easy 8. Other companies in the industry do an effective
job of establishing very good labor standards for their drivers, sorters, and phone personnel. Whatever it takes
to provide a reliable kitchen with hot food served hot and cold food served cold must be done. Customer
service should be based on an analysis of customer requirements. True Operations in the service sector, easy 
False The productivity challenge, moderate  Work measurement in Chapter 10 addresses labor standards. This
creates a very interesting and challenging task for the operations managers at Hard Rock. The calculation is
how many meals prepared over how many hours spent preparing them. In the past half-century, the number of
people employed in manufacturing has more or less held steady, but each manufacturing employee is
manufacturing about 20 times as much. True Why study OM, easy 7. All organizations, including service
firms such as banks and hospitals, have a production function. Each of these is discussed in the solution to the
Hard Rock Cafe case. Productivity is the total value of all inputs to the transformation process divided by the
total value of the outputs produced. A knowledge society is one that has migrated from work based on
knowledge to one based on manual work. One reason to study operations management is to learn how people
organize themselves for productive enterprise. The retail shop in relation to the restaurant and its layout is a
critical ingredient for profitability at Hard Rock. False The productivity challenge, easy  Customer interaction
is often high for manufacturing processes, but low for services. Hard Rock performs all 10 of the decisions as
well, only with a more service-sector orientation. This case can also be used to introduce some of the
techniques and concepts of OM.


